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As of: Juli 2018 

ERS LEDFix®- SystemBasis 1-pole with cage clamp  

ERS SeilBasis (RopeBase) 
- electrically insulated to the rope 
  fastening element 
- no live elements in the contact 
  area 
- Plug & Light principle 

Casing 
Wall thickness variable, 
component adaptable 
to customer specifica-
tions 

Conductor  
- Connection of the internal 

lamp wiring in the casing  

ERS LEDFix - contact support 
- pre-assembled in the factory in the casing / canopy  
- integrated cage clamp for user-friendly contact with 

the internal lamp wiring 

ERS HCF-conductive cable 
- with transparent plastic sheathing 

made of FEP 
- rope fastening element ball moulded 

onto the end of the rope 
- transmission of mechanical load and 

electrical energy 
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As of: Juli 2018 

ERS LEDFix® Box 1-pole with Cage-Clamp 

ERS HCF-conductive cable 
- with transparent plastic sheathing 

made of FEP 
- transmission of mechanical load and 

electrical energy 

ERS LEDFix KINGSTON 
- proven 3-ball mechanism for absorbing 
  loads with glass balls as insulators 
- height adjustment with plastic guide m 
  de of PPSU (UL 94 V-0 approved material) 
- fixation of the height adjustment using a   
  knurled nut 
- side rope outlet 
- groove for guiding and load transmission 
- pole marking 

Conductor  
- Connection of the internal 

lamp wiring in the casing 

Contact support 
- integrated cage clamp for user-

friendly contact with the internal 
lamp wiring 

Connector 
- screw connection on 

object/casing 

ERS LEDFix Box 
- electrical contact by means of an insulation displace-

ment method, which can be activated via a simple 
push button  

- plastic casing to insulate all external components 
- separated in two parts on delivery, thus separation 

between room and object, i.e. simpler packaging and 
tool-free, on-site assembly by the end customers 

 

ERS LEDFix® Box 1-pole with Cage-Clamp 



 

ERS LEDFix® Box 1-pole with Cage-Clamp 
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As of: Juli 2018 

ERS HCF-conductive cable 
- with transparent plastic sheathing 

made of FEP 
- transmission of mechanical load and 

electrical energy 

Plastic guide  
- with glass ball mechanism 
- electrically insulating  

Side rope outlet and deflection  
- electrically insulating  
- groove for guiding and load trans-

mission 
- Fixation at end position after as-

sembly 
- pole marking 

Contact switch 
- press in for contact 
- electrically insulating  

Insulation displacement mechanism 
- activated through a contact switch 
- contacting through minimal opening of the 

FEP sheathing 
- transmission of electrical energy to the 

built-in cage clamp 

Knurled nut 
- fixation of the height adjustment 

Pole marking and locking 
- reverse polarity protection through positive and   
  negative pole 
- locking in the end position 

Reopening the contact 
- opening of the insulation displace-

ment mechanism for a repeated 
height adjustment using an electrici-
an's screwdriver 

ERS LEDFix® Box 1-pole with Cage-Clamp 



 

ERS LEDFix® - FRANKFURT with HCF conductive cable, insulated SBE and pole marking  
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ERS LEDFix® - FRANKFURT with HCF conductive cable, insulated SBE and pole marking  

ERS HCF-conductive cable 
- with transparent plastic sheathing 

made of FEP 
- transmission of mechanical load 

and electrical energy 
- coloured pole marking on the HCF 

conductive cable possible 

ERS LEDFix FRANKFURT 
- transmission of mechanical load and 

electrical energy 
- proven 3-ball mechanism for absorbing 

loads, with glass balls as insulators 
- height adjustment with plastic guide 

made of PPSU (UL 94 V-0 approved 
material) 

- fixation of the height adjustment using a 
knurled nut 

- straight rope outlet 
- pole marking at the front of the RopeFix 

casing 

Intermediate self locking  
element (SBE) 
- intermediately moulded   
  tension relief (serves as end   
  stop for height adjustment) 
 
 
 
 
- plastic sheathing  
- coloured pole marking 



 

ERS LEDFix®- System KLASSIK with HCF electrical rope, insulated SBE and pole marking  
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As of: Juli 2018 

ERS LEDFix® - System KLASSIK with HCF electrical rope, insulated SBE and pole marking 

ERS HCF-conductive cable 
- with transparent plastic sheathing made of FEP 
- transmission of mechanical load and electrical 

energy 
- coloured pole marking on the HCF conductive 

cable possible 

ERS LEDFix-System KLASSIK 
- SeilBasis with HCF electrical rope and SBE screwed in 
- no live elements in the contact area 
- component shape and surface according to customer   
  needs 
  
 
- intermediately moulded rope fastening element to ab  
  sorb loads; electrically insulated 
 
 
- SystemBasis pre-mounted on the casing 
- no live elements in the contact area 
- component shape and surface according to customer   
  needs 

ERS HCF-conductive cable end  
- connection to the internal wiring 

in the casing 
- length can be custom ordered 

(Light) casing 
- component can be tailored to diffe-

rent wall thicknesses according to 
customer specifications  



 

ERS LEDFix®- System KLASSIK with HCF conductive cable, insulated SBE and pole marking  
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As of: Juli 2018 

ERS LEDFix®-System KLASSIK with HCF conductive cable, insulated SBE and pole marking 

(Light) casing 
- component can be tailored to 

different wall thicknesses ac-
cording to customer specifica-
tions  

ERS HCF-conductive cable 
- with transparent plastic sheathing made of FEP  
- transmission of mechanical load and electrical energy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- moulded rope end element (SBE) 
- used for the transmission of electrical energy 

ERS HCF-conductive cable rope with cable lug 
on both rope ends 
- connection to the internal wiring in the casing 
- insulated to the casing 

ERS LEDFix-System KLASSIK 
- SeilBasis with HCF conductive cable 

and SBE screwed in 
- no live elements in the contact area 
- component shape and surface accord-

ing to customer needs 
- intermediately moulded rope fastening 

element to absorb loads; electrically 
insulated 

 
 
- SystemBasis pre-mounted on the 

casing 
- no live elements in the contact area 
- component shape and surface accord-

ing to customer needs 


